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Abstract. In this article we examine the A, S, T, and U sets of Mahler's

classification from a descriptive set theoretic point of view. We calculate the

possible locations of these sets in the Borel hierarchy. A turns out to be L!|-

complete, while U provides a rare example of a natural Incomplete set- We

produce an upperbound of Lj for S and show that T is n¡¡ but not S^ . Our

main result is based on a deep theorem of Schmidt that allows us to guarantee

the existence of the T numbers.

Introduction

Mahler [6] divided complex numbers into classes A, S, T, and U according

to their properties of approximation by algebraic numbers. Some studies were

done on the structural properties of these sets. For example, Kasch and Volk-

mann [3] verified that the T numbers have Hausdorff dimension zero. Also in

harmonic analysis, W. Morgan, C. E. M. Pearce, and A. D. Pollington [7] have

shown that the set of T and U numbers supports a measure whose Fourier

transform vanishes at infinity. In the present paper we study the A, S, T,

and U sets from the point of view of Descriptive Set Theory. Among the

few sets whose exact Borel class is known, a large percentage turn out to be n*-

complete. For example, the collection of reals that are normal or simply normal

to base n [4]; C°°(T), the class of infinitely differentiable functions (viewed

as a 2?r-periodic function on E) ; and UCx , the class of convergent sequences

in a separable Banach space I are n°,-complete [2]. Apparently, there are few

known natural L®-complete sets. Of course, the complement of a nij-complete

set is L'-complete. But the complement of a natural set need not be natural!

Tom Linton [5] has shown that the family of H-sets, a class of thin sets from

harmonic analysis, is ^-complete, and this is the only Incomplete natural set
we know of (whose complement is not also natural). A. Kechris proposed to

find out what the Borel classes of the A, S, T, and U sets are. It turns out
that A is rather simple, being L®-complete. On the other hand, T is n°,-hard,

while U is Lj-complete. Our main results are based on a theorem of W. M.
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Schmidt (see [1, pp. 85-94]). The exact Borel classes of the S and T sets are

unknown to us.

Definitions and background

For spaces I and Y, XY denotes the set of all functions / from Y to

I, with the usual product topology, I and Y being endowed with their

usual topologies (2 = {0, 1} and N = {1,2, 3,...} being discrete). For
sets U and V, if S is a function from I"+1 x Yn+X to Un+X x Vn+X and

n £ N, then S\n is the function from Xn+X x Y"+x to U" x Vn such that

if S((xx,... ,xn+x), (yx, ... , y„+i)) = ((ux, ... , un+x), (vx, ... , v„+x)), then

S\„((xx,... ,xn+x), (yi,... ,yn+x)) = ((ux,... ,un),(vx,... ,vn)). P = {x e
E : x > 1} and A denotes the class of all nonzero real algebraic numbers in

C. We use the standard terminology of Addison to describe the Borel hier-

archy. Thus the multiplicative sets of level n are denoted by n®, while the

additive class of level n is denoted by £® . In particular, Lj = Open, n^ =

Closed, E® = Fa, II® = G¿. In addition, the countable union of n® sets is

£®+1 ; the countable intersection of n® sets is a E®+1 set; the complement of

a n" set is L® ; the L® sets are closed under finite intersection and countable

union; while the n® sets are closed under finite union and countable intersec-

tion. If the context demands it, we use n®(I) to denote the n® subsets of a

space I.
Let T = S® or n®. We call a set C ç X (a Polish space) T-hard if for

any B £ T(2N), there is a continuous function / from 2N to I, such that

B = f~x(C). If, moreover, C £ Y(X), we call C T-complete. It is well
known (see [2]) that a n®-complete set in an uncountable Polish space is n®

but not E® , and if A is n®-hard, then A is not E® . As well, in uncountable

Polish spaces every n® set and every E® set is n®+1 and £",_,_,, so the Borel

hierarchy is increasing in n .
For a given set C Ç X, in order to find the exact Borel class of C, one

must first calculate an upperbound for C, by showing, for example, that C is

n® and then prove a lowerbound for C's Borel class, for example, by showing

that C is n®-hard. Usually, finding the upperbound is fairly easy. However,

it can be difficult to prove the hardness of C. Since the Borel classes n®

and E® are closed under continuous preimages, if B is T-hard (r-complete)

and B = f~x(C), where / is a continuous function, then C is T-hard (r-
complete, if also C £ Y). This remark is the basis of a common method for

showing that a given set B is T-hard: Choose an already known T-hard set B

and show that there is a continuous function / such that B = f~x(C).
Now we define the A, S, T, and U sets, from Mahler's classification. For

convenience we use Koksma's notation, which is equivalent to that of Mahler.

Given algebraic a £ C, let p(x) £ Z[x] be its minimal polynomial. Fix d, h £

N. Let Xd,h be the finite collection of polynomials with degree < d whose

largest coefficient has absolute value < h. Let the height of a polynomial,
ht(p), be the maximum of the absolute values of the coefficients. Let Adn be

the finite collection of algebraic numbers a such that for some p £ X¿n , p(a)

is zero (recall that 0 £ N). Thus, Adh is the finite collection of algebraic

(complex) numbers whose minimal polynomial has degree < d and ht < h.

Let ^ be any complex number and let a belong to A¿ n suchthat \S,-a\ takes
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the smallest positive value; define to*d(C, h) by

1
l£ ndto'((,k)+l ■

Set

cod(Ç) = limsupto*d(Ç, h)   and   to*(Ç) = limsup<y¿(¿;).
h—>oo d—»oo

So the values of cod(Ç) and ft>*(<j;) measure how fast £ is approximated by

algebraic numbers. We define, according to the values of (o*d(Q and to*(Ç),

the A, S, T, and U sets as follows:

A = {c¡£C:to*(¿) = 0},

S = {£g C :0< &>*(£)< 00},

T = {Ç£C: ct)*(i) = 00 and Vd G N («*(£) < oo)},

U = {£,££: <u*(f) = oo and 3d e N (ü)J(í) = oo)}.

Thus, the A numbers are slowly approximated by algebraic numbers. The S

numbers are approximated a bit more quickly than A numbers. On the other

hand, the T numbers and the U numbers are very rapidly approximated,

i.e., the value of œ*(Ç) is infinite. In particular, the approximation of the U

numbers is so quick that for some ¿eN, <y¿(£) diverges. For these reasons, we

claim that the set of complex numbers is naturally partitioned by the A, S, T,

and U numbers.

Results

Lemma 1. £ £ A -«• £, is an algebraic number.

Proof. See [1, pp. 85-94].

Proposition 2. (i) The A numbers are Incomplete, and the U numbers are

Ig.
(ii) The S numbers are L", while the collection of T numbers are n®,.

Proof of Proposition 2. (i) For each d £ N, let Ud he the collection of í G C

such that tod(c¡) = oo . Then Ud is n^, since

£,£Ud& a*d{() = oo

<* Va £ N V¿> £ N 3c £ N (<ü¡J(<¡; , 6 + c) > a)

4* Va G N VÔ G N 3c £ N 3a 6 AdMc (u < |£ - a\ < {b+ \)ad+x)

^ennU     U     V(a,b,c,a),

where F(a, ¿, c, a) is the collection of ¿¡ £ C such that 0 < |£ - a| <

l/(b + c)ad+x, which is open. Since it is easy to see that for each d, tod(c¡) — oo

implies œd+l(Ç) - oo, we have U = \Jd<Ll Ud and U is £?,. It is well known

that if D is a countable dense set in a perfect Polish space, then D is Líj"

complete. Thus, by Lemma 1, A is 2^-complete.
(ii) By definition, T is the collection of £, £ C such that <w*(<j;) = oo and

Va G N   «(£) < oo). Thus, T = M n A, where Af = {£ G C : œ*{Ç) = oo}
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and N = {c¡ G C : Va G N   (œ*(Ç) < oo)} . Now M is U°4, since

£GM<s>VaGNV¿>GN3cGN (to*b+c(0 > a)

4* Va G N V¿> G N 3c G N 3d G N Ve G N 3/ G N

^en nuu n u^*'*^^^»/)»
a€N 66N ceN rfeN e€N /6N

where W(a,b, c, d ,e, f) is the collection of £ G C such that

u>*b+c(C,, e + f) > a + l/(d + 1), which is open by the argument above. So

N is n?,, since by (i) U is 1% and

£ G A 4* Va G N (wJJOS) < oo)

4*£gC-í7.

Hence T is n®,, being the intersection of two n®, sets. Since Ç £ S & Ç £

T,Z i U ,and Ç $ A, S is Sj.   D

In 2N , Q is the collection of sequences which end in zeros.

Lemma 3. There exists a continuous function v from 2N to NN such that

(i) for each d £ N, aG2N, v(a)(d) <v(a)(d+1);
(ii) a G Q 4* lnTLj_00 ^(a)(d) < oo .

Proof of Lemma 3. Let a G 2N. We produce ß — v(a) recursively. First

ß(\) = a(l). Suppose that we have defined ß(i) for all i <k . Put ß(k + 1) =
ß(k) if a(k+l) = 0 and ß(k + l) = ß(k)+l otherwise. It is easy to see that the
function v satisfies (i). As long as a ends in zeros, so does v(a) in constants.

Otherwise, v(a)(d) goes to infinity as d -» oo , because for infinitely many d"s,

v(a)(d + 1) = v(a)(d) + 1 . So (ii) is valid. For given d £ N, ai , a2 G 2N,

such that ax(i) = a2(i) for all i < d , v(ax)(i) = v(a2)(i) for all /' < d . So z/

is continuous. This completes Lemma 3.   D

From Lemma 3, a £ Q & lim¿_>00 v(a)(d) = oo. To prove our main

theorem, we need a standard example of the n®-complete set.

Lemma 4. The set P3 = {a = (ad) £ (2N)N : Vd G N (ad £ Q)} is Yl\-complete.

Proof. See [2].

The following theorem is the main result of the paper.

Theorem 5. There is a continuous function f from (2N)N to C suchthat

aePî« f(a) £T   and   a $ P3 & f(a) £ U.

In particular, T is Yl\-hard and U is Incomplete.

Roughly speaking, the original statement of a theorem of Schmidt is the

following: Let ax,a2, ... be any nonzero algebraic numbers and let vx,v2, ...

be any real numbers exceeding 1. Then we may find £ G C such that according

to ax,a2, ...  and vx,v2, ... , £ is a U number or T number.

By using v, which is constructed in Lemma 3, we shall effectively control
V{S so that we are able to prove Theorem 5. In order to make it work, we need

to state the reformulated version of a theorem of Schmidt which will play a

crucial role in the proof of Theorem 5.
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Theorem S (Schmidt). There exists a sequence (S„) such that for each n £ N,

(i) S„ is a function from A" x P" to kn x (0, 1)" and Sn+X\n = Sn .

(ii) Suppose that

Sn((dx,... , 6„), (v\,... , vn)) = ((yx, ... ,yn),(Xx, ... , X„)).

Then for each j < n, yj/6j is rational, H¡+x > 2H¡ and \HJX < y¡+x - y¡ <

5Hjx, where H¡ = hvf and h¡ = ht(y7), and furthermore, we have \y}■■ - ß\ >

B~x for all algebraic numbers ß with degree d < j distinct from yx, ... ,y¡,

where B = XdxbW>   and b denotes the height of ß.

Proof. See [1, pp. 85-94].

Using Theorem S we define the function S* from AN x PN to AN x (0, 1)N

as follows: S*((6X, 62,...), (ux, v2,...)) = ((yi ,y2,... )(XX ,X2,...)), where

for each n, S„((dx, ... , 6„), (ux, ... , vn)) = ((yx, ... , yn), (Xx, ... , Xn)). S*

is well defined by Theorem S(i).

Proof of Theorem 5. Let a £ (2N)N. Fix a bijection ( , ) from N x N to N.
For each d, k G N, define

V(d,k) = (v(ad)(k)+l)(3d)i   and   d{d,k) = ddtk,

where the function v is constructed in Lemma 3. Put A = {ddk} and

deg(0¿>jt) = d. Say

S*((9x,d2,...),(vx,v2,...)) = ((yx,y2,...),(Xx,X2,...)).

Then by Theorem S(ii), yx ,y2, ... tends to a limit Ç which is a real number

and satisfies

(1) |£ - ß\ > B~x   for all algebraic numbers ß distinct from yx,y2, ... ,

and also

(2) ^H-'^t-yj-cHj1   for all;.

Define

f(a) = lim yj=Ç.
j—»oo

Claim,  f is continuous from (2N)N to C.

Proof of the claim. Suppose (a¿m)) -*(«</) as m —» oo, where for each m,

(a^) £ (2N)N and (ad) £ (2N)N . Say for each m ,

f((a{dm)))=c;m=limykm)   and   f((ad))=^=limyk,
k—*oc k—»oo

where for each k £ N, ykm) and yk are defined by S*, according to (a¿m))

and (ad). Let e > 0. Choose a0 such that l/2a°-2 < e. Since (a¿m)) goes

to (ad) as m -y oo, by the definition of y[m) and yk we may find A/0 G N

such that \y^ — yao| = 0 for all m > N0. Then for all m > N0, we have the

following inequality:

Ii« - il < |¿« - y%]\ + \Y{a7] - yj + h/a„ - SI < ¿n <e -
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since from (2) and Theorem S(ii),

\Çm-yam]\<(Ham))-l<^ZT(H{xm))-l<
2"-lV   '    '     - 2a~l

and

Ii - 7-1 < AT1 < ¿TAT1 < 2¿T

for all a > 1 . So f is a continuous function.   D

Now we show the main part of the theorem. Depending on the properties of

v , Theorem S guarantees that we produce a T number or U number. So we

divide the following two cases so that one can have more intuitive ideas.

Case 1. a = (ad) i P3, i.e., 3d G N   (ad £ Q) .
Fix such d, i.e., ad £ Q. Then by Lemma 3, we have

lim (v(ad)(k) + 1) = oo .
k—»oo

It is clear that for all k ,h = h(dtk),

h-do>-(t,h)-i < \tl-y{dk)\ < h-"V'k)    from (2) and the definition of a*d{i, h),

where f(a) = { . So dtod(c;, h(dth)) > v(d>k) - 1, i.e.,

(3)      (oa{Z,h{dtk)) > V{d'k)d " l > (v(ad)(k) + l)35d4 - i   for all fc.

It is easy to see that lim supfc_0O h^d>k) = oo, since the right side of (3) goes to

infinity as k —> oo . This shows that we may choose {km} such that km —> oo

and A(d,fcm) —> oo as m —» oo . From (3) we get the following inequality:

o)*d(Ç) = lims\ipœd(Ç, h) > limsupw¿(¿;, h{d>km))
A-»oo m-»oo

>  lim (u(ad)(km) + l)35d4 - -j = oo.
m—»oo fl

Therefore, <tf¿(£) = oo and f(a) = c¡ £ U . So we derive a ^ P3 => f(a) = £, £

U.
Case 2. a = (ad) £ P3, i.e., Vd G N   (ad £ Q).
Fix d G N. Then for all h, k, m , we have

}_h-(H(*m)(k)+l)(lm)s

(4)

F     ii •*     Z,-WQ»»
<-y(m,k) > 4%,*)

K-/5|>Adeg(/?)(ht()S))-(3de^»4

for all algebraic numbers /? distinct from yx,y2, ... from (1) and (2), where
f(a) = £,. In fact, all nonzero algebraic numbers appear in these two inequal-

ities. Let A be a given natural number. Then from (4) and the definition of

tod(c¡, h), we have the following inequality:

(5) h-dwd(t,h) > min{i/j-a'o^ A(d)Ä-(W)4},

where Mq = sur>{v(as)(k) + l : s < d and k < oo} and X(d) = min-f/^ : s < d} .

Even if for s < d, there is no k such that h(Stk) = h , this inequality can be

applied.  The value X(d) is positive and  1 < A/q < oo, since {Xs : s < d}
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is the finite set of positive values and by assumption and Lemma 3, Vd G

N (lim^oo u(ad)(k) < oo). So from (5) we get

m,h)<m3x{^ + PM^.l^l + ^}<00

and

tod(Q = lim sup o)J(i, h) < max{35M0d4, 35d4} = 35M0d4 < oo.
A—»oo

Hence we can see that the inequality

(6) œd(Ç) = limsupw¿(¿:, h) < oo
A—»oo

holds for all d. But for all d, k , we obtain

û»î(É, V*>) > ^'"J " * > ("(«,/)(*) + 1)35¿4 - ¿ •

As in Case 1, œ*d(Ç) > 35d4Mx - \, where Mx = lim^^ u(as)(k) + 1 > 1.
Therefore,

(7) to*d(ci) > (3d)4   and   tu*({) = limsupûjj(i) = oo.
rf—»oo

From (6) and (7), for all d £ N, 0)*d(Z) < oo and co*(¿¡) = oo, i.e., f(a) = £ G

F. So we derive a G P3 => f(a) = ¿; G T.
By Case 1 and Case 2, we obtain a g P3 => /(a) g F and a £ F3 =>

/(a) G t/. By definition of T, U, it is easy to see that they are disjoint. So the

continuous function / satisfies F3 = f~x(T) and C-F3 = f~x(U). This fact

implies that T, U are n®-hard, E®-complete respectively, since by Lemma 4,

P3 is n?,-complete. We complete the proof of Theorem 5.   D

Remark. We conjecture that »S, T are Ej-complete, IlJJ-complete, respectively.
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